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 @flassenaar said it is now a force to be reckoned with. Alder Hey, the home of the Blaw-Knox Health NHS Trust, announced that it will discontinue the use of mobile phones and tablets in its hospital and outpatient facilities by the end of April 2019. See also Human-computer interaction Human-machine interface Machine-human interface Mobile device management Medical device Medical
informatics Mobile business Mobile Healthcare Medical technologist Sensor network Telemedicine Virtual smartglasses Health care in the United States References Further reading External links "Your medical, mHealth mobile experience", HealthcareIT.com "Mobile Health", David F. Schmidt, (2008) Category:Emerging technologies Category:Health informaticsView full sizeJason

DeCrow/APMooring lines at Quarantine wharf are visible from the bridge of the Marine Mammal Observer in Newport on Wednesday, April 15, 2012. PORTLAND, Maine -- The U.S. Coast Guard has ordered the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to remove its Marine Mammal Observer boats from within six miles of the Portland harbor wharf, and says the order is for the entire
U.S. East Coast. Marine observers, funded by NOAA, observe whales and sea turtles and the marine mammals that accompany them during their migration to and from their summer feeding and breeding grounds. The Portland wharf, a busy wildlife corridor in the busy commercial harbor and the Atlantic Ocean, has been a special place for whales and sea turtles, though, under the Coast Guard, it

may not remain a sanctuary for them. According to Coast Guard Chief Petty Officer Robert Wigington, the Coast Guard order was for a safety issue, and includes the entire East Coast. "The Coast Guard is advising NOAA to remove its observer boats," he said. "And we're asking the public to be aware of its presence and to avoid approaching them, and to keep them away from shipping lanes, and to
be aware of where the observer boat is at any given time." Wigington said Coast Guard pilots who conduct rescue operations have told him they routinely avoid operating around observer boats. "That's the tip of the iceberg, the tip of the iceberg," he said. At a meeting Tuesday evening at the Marine Mammal Observation Desk, officials with NOAA confirmed 82157476af
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